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TRYING NEW THINGS IS SCARY
Embarking on a new project

Using new technologies for the first time

Contributing to Open Source

Putting yourself out there ~ in general ~



WHY IS IT SO SCARY?
Fear of rejection

Imposter Syndrome

Inclusiveness of Communities

Bad Behavior in General

People getting mad about CoC's existing



BAD BEHAVIOR?
Feigned Ignorance ex: "Oh, you didn't know about THIS

method"

Completely ignoring contributions

Alternately for maintainers, demanding userbase

Useless PR's for the sake of a green timeline

Insulting the contributor

Disagreeing over trivial things



OPEN SOURCE EXPERIENCES
I polled on twitter to get personal experiences about bad

experiences that people have encountered with open
source.



@JENNSCHIFFER



@JKAP



ANONYMOUS
“entitlement of time, the assumption you immediately want

feedback when you’re just starting, nerd pedantics
obstructing learning”



@CAROLINESINDERS



@WCHWD



@TESSTHORNTON



ECHO CHAMBER



ECHO CHAMBER



ECHO CHAMBER



MY PROPOSAL FOR NEW
CONTRIBUTORS

Find something you're passionate about

Or something new you want to try

Make something cool and open source it yourself

First point of contact is your peers

Constructive criticism from your peers is a billion times
more helpful (and less stressful) than randos being jerks

(obvs)





I LIKE CATS
I've been talking about building a cat feeder bot forever

I love my brief experiences with the nodebots community

I decided to build a node based cat feeder that works over
the web











TECH I PICKED
node.js

johnny-five

socket.io

Arduino Uno

Arduino Yun

Particle Photon



PARTLIST
Dry Goods Dispenser

Particle Photon Kit (with breadboard)

Continuous Servo

4xAA battery pack with on/off switch

Misc Hardware Accessories: MtM Jumper Wires, Soldering
Iron, Heatshrink





THINGS WENT... FAIRLY SMOOTH
electricity scares me...

i didn't realize i needed external power to the servo

I have no idea how to solder (thanks youtube!)



TIME FOR TESTING!
the code is working great

cron job is working as intended

the servo is strong enough to turn the feeder handle

but...

it won't stop



I STARTED FREAKING OUT ON
TWITTER





SO I LOOKED TO MY PEERS
Johnny-Five gitter chat

Brooklyn JS nodebots room

People reviewed my code, said nothing was wrong

so what's going on?



THEN SOMETHING AWESOME
HAPPENED!

IT WAS A BUG IN JOHNNY-FIVE







SERVER CODE
var http = require('http'), 
    fs = require('fs'), 
    index = fs.readFileSync(__dirname + '/index.html'), 
    five = require ('johnny-five'), 
    Particle = require('particle-io'), 
    CronJob = require('cron').CronJob; 

// Set up the access credentials for Particle 
var token = process.env.PARTICLE_KEY || 'REPLACE WITH YOUR PARTICLE KEY'
var deviceId = process.env.PHOTON_ID || 'REPLACE WITH YOUR PHOTON ID';

// Send index.html to all requests 
var app = http.createServer(function(req, res) { 
  res.writeHead(200, {'Content-Type': 'text/html'}); 
  res.end(index); 
}); 



CLIENT CODE
<script src="https://cdn.socket.io/socket.io-1.2.0.js"></script> 
    <link rel="stylesheet" href="https://storage.googleapis.com/code.getmdl.io/1.0.6/material.indigo-pink.min.css"
    <script> 
      var socket = io.connect('http://localhost'); 
    </script> 
    <style>

</style> 
   
   
    <button name="on-button" class="turn-on mdl-button">Turn Motor On</

    <!-- The second value will be selected initially --> 
    <select name="select" id="schedule"> 

      body { 
        background-color: #74c7a4; 
        margin: 0; 
      } 
    







I'M ALMOST READY TO OPEN
SOURCE!

I put a call out on twitter for code reviews

The response was overwhelming



SO MANY PEOPLE HELPED!



TIME FOR LAUNCH
They refactored it & added routing

Made it into a npm module

Reviewed the readme for language

They LIKED it







LAUNCH DAY!
I changed the repo to public

Tweeted about it

Submitted a link to hacker news

Took a nap

and then...













WHAT I LEARNED
Don't be afraid of the unfamiliar

Don't be afraid to ask for help

People really like cat stuff

Don't downplay your abilities

I like nodebots a lot



THANK YOU.
@ohhoe

http://github.com/rachelnicole/robokitty

http://rachelisaweso.me

http://imcool.online


